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ABSTRACT

Quantum technologies have become the next hyped technology, and the unique capabilities that 
quantum technologies bring are expected to disrupt many industries. In view of a rapidly evolving 
global quantum ecosystem, the Canadian federal government recently released Canada’s National 
Quantum Strategy, which is investing $360 million dollars into Canada’s quantum ecosystem to support 
the three pillars of Research, Talent, and Commercialization. Canada needs diverse talent to establish a 
robust quantum workforce that can support its growing quantum ecosystem. Much of this talent can be 
sourced from Canada’s existing professionals, but transitioning into the quantum field can be difficult 
due to the field’s unique concepts and jargon. This two-part paper series introduces core concepts 
of quantum technologies and provides an outlook of the role engineers will have in contributing to 
quantum technology development.
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INTRODUCTION

With the advancement of quantum technology (QT) research and development, nations strive to 
leverage the potential benefits of quantum technologies at a commercial scale. As a result, many 
nations are implementing national initiatives to enrich their quantum ecosystems [1]. Canada released 
its National Quantum Strategy (NQS) in January 2023, involving a seven-year plan to invest at least 
$360 million into Canada’s quantum ecosystem [2].

Canada has a strong foundation in quantum research and is an early investor in QT, but establishing 
a robust quantum ecosystem requires a sustained commercialization effort [3], [4], which Canada’s 
engineering community is well-equipped to support. Quantum industry is also facing a talent crisis, and 
engineers who upskill or apply their existing expertise can expect to find exciting opportunities in this 
growing field.

The first part of this two-part white paper series provided a high-level introduction to QT [5]. This 
second part of the series describes the role engineers  are well-suited for in contributing to QT 
development in Canada.

1. Growing Canada’s Quantum Industry

Canada’s NQS is a mission-oriented funding plan to enrich Canada’s national quantum ecosystem, 
focusing on three core pillars: Research, Talent, and Commercialization. Under the Talent pillar, the 
government recognizes the need for a cross-disciplinary workforce to meet the growing needs of 
quantum industry. This need also relates to the Commercialization pillar, which is directed to the growth 
of existing and new quantum companies as well as identifying use cases of QT in other sectors [2]. 

Private funding is also critical to the commercialization effort. The Quantum Insider’s 2022 Investment 
Update reported an increasing trend in private investment in the global quantum industry, with more 
than $700 million invested into quantum companies in Canada [6]. These ongoing investments 
increase the demand for a quantum-ready workforce. A quantum-ready workforce needs not only 
quantum experts for core R&D, but also non-quantum experts who leverage skills and knowledge in 
areas such as systems design, software, user experience, and manufacturing, as well as in business 
and management. Engineers will play a critical role in fulfilling these adjacent needs. 

2. The Role of Engineers in Quantum Industry

Engineers can contribute to the quantum industry in both quantum roles (i.e., requiring quantum 
skills) and non-quantum roles, for example, to solve problems in QT development and discover QT 
applications in other industries. Many engineers are already deeply involved in quantum industry. 
Notably, the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) has had a dedicated quantum 
initiative since 2019, IEEE Quantum [7], and hosts annually one of the largest international quantum 
research and industry conferences, IEEE Quantum Week [8]. 

Additionally, engineers are often highly skilled at connecting and translating technical concepts to both 
real world applications and business objectives. QT development and commercialization is expected 
to impact both society and the planet [9]–[11]. These impacts suggest that professional engineers, 

In the context of this white paper series, the term “engineer” is used in its informal context to include not just professional engineers, but 
also students or graduates of engineering programs and adjacent fields like computer science. 
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engineering graduates, and engineering consultants will have an increasing role in ensuring quantum 
technologies are deployed responsibly and efficiently, taking into consideration factors like public 
safety, environmental impact, and project management. These considerations will also be situated 
in the evolving quantum regulatory landscape, both in Canada and globally [12]–[14]. This includes, 
for example, the development and implementation of technical standards, a domain familiar to many 
engineers.

 a. Engineers who Acquire Quantum Skills

In their global quantum workforce analysis, Kaur and Venegas-Gomez identify the near-term 
importance of upskilling the existing workforce to meet industry needs [15]. Dr. Shohini Ghose similarly 
explained that “even if every physics major in Canada were to choose a career in quantum computing, 
it would probably not meet the future workforce needs of the sector” and noted the intersection of 
quantum computing with several disciplines outside of physics, including engineering [16, Sec. 15:30 
(Dr. Shohini Ghose)].

Kaur and Venegas-Gomez also identified the degree requirements for quantum industry job vacancies 
in their analysis of the global quantum workforce needs. While PhD graduates in quantum studies are 
still favoured, the study further notes that bachelor’s graduates from STEM fields that acquire quantum 
industry experience increase their value in the quantum industry employment market [15].

Figure 1

Figure 1: Degree requirements for job vacancies in quantum industry (a) globally; (b) in the United 
States and Canada; and (c) in Europe and the rest of the world, according to job postings on the 
Quantum Computing Report in 2022 [15], [17]. Source: reproduced from [15].
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Despite the current focus on academic credentials, established engineering professionals can 
also develop core quantum skills, and push quantum industry to further recognize interdisciplinary 
expertise. Currently, upskilling usually requires engaging with external resources and learning 
opportunities, some examples of which are provided below. In the long-term, industries and larger 
organizations may eventually provide internal upskilling programs in conjunction with quantum R&D 
initiatives.

Engineering students and recent graduates are also well-positioned to continue their education with 
a quantum focus through summer schools, internships, as well as graduate programs with quantum 
specializations. The availability of such quantum education programming continues to grow in Canada.

 b. Engineers who Apply Existing Expertise

Engineers will also find opportunities to apply their existing expertise to the quantum industry without 
a need to learn core quantum skills. In a survey of job type hiring needs for a group of quantum 
companies in the United States, only 7 out of 19 identified job types require quantum-specific skills. 
Only one of the identified engineering job types, the Photonics/Optics Engineer/Scientist, requires 
in-depth quantum knowledge. The broad application space of quantum technologies in areas such as 
sensing, optimization, simulation, communication, and materials science is an opportunity for engineers 
from any discipline to engage with QT to discover useful applications of QT or advance QT product 
development.  

Figure 2
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Figure 2: Number of United States quantum companies (out of 57 surveyed) indicating they would hire 
a particular job type. The authors identified only seven job-types that require quantum skills: Photonics/
Optics Engineer/Scientist, Quantum Algorithm Developer, Computational Chemist, Theoretical 
Physicist, Experimental Physicist, Applications/Solutions Architect, and Error Correction Scientist. 
Source: reproduced from [18].

Engineers with experience in management and business who adapt their skills to the unique attributes 
of the quantum industry offer significant value in the practical aspects of commercializing QT. 
Notwithstanding the influx of funding, QT development is often very expensive to account for materials 
and equipment, namely in hardware development. Small to medium enterprises with limited resources 
will benefit greatly from experienced leadership to maximize funding allocation in the competitive and 
unique market. This need will only grow as quantum companies try to scale their products.

Similarly, engineers with experience in regulatory and standards compliance can offer guidance 
in the evolving regulatory landscape for QT. As quantum industry matures and more companies 
enter the competitive market, there will be an increasing need to define the environmental, social, 
and governance (ESG) standards for organizations in quantum industry. This includes, for example, 
the development and implementation of technical standards (e.g., in cybersecurity [19]), and the 
corresponding compliance and enforcement frameworks.

3. How Engineers Can Get Involved in Quantum Industry

As noted above, some engineers may be interested in developing core quantum skills to contribute 
to QT development, while others may only need to be quantum-aware to apply their expertise. Many 
resources exist to support the spectrum of learning goals. QURECA (Quantum Resources and Careers) 
provides a helpful overview of some available quantum learning resources [15], [20]. Engineers 
in business and management may also be interested in services offered by Canadian quantum 
consultants [21]–[23]. Students and graduates can research program offerings at Canadian universities 
and quantum research institutes [24]–[29]. 

Whether a student or professional, engineers who are interested in quantum industry can attend 
a conference to connect with quantum companies and the quantum community. Canada boasts a 
well-connected quantum community with established quantum ecosystems in Waterloo, Sherbrooke, 
Calgary, and Vancouver. Notable annual Canadian quantum conferences include Quantum Days 
[30], Inside Quantum Technology Canada [31], and Quantum Connections [32]. A list of global 
quantum conferences (not limited to industry) each year is also available [33]. Engineers seeking job 
opportunities in quantum industry may also consult quantum-focused job boards [20], [34]–[36]. 

4. Engineering the Future of Quantum

Working in quantum industry is an opportunity to work with cutting-edge technology, challenge 
“classical” ways of thinking, and solve tough problems with potentially far-reaching impact. Quantum 
is for everyone, and myriad resources exist to teach quantum concepts to individuals at all levels of 
education. Engineers have an opportunity to engage with the quantum industry in both quantum roles 
through upskilling and non-quantum roles by leveraging existing expertise. Engineers can highlight 
their knowledge and skills to the industry, and the quantum companies that recognize the value in 
engineers’ skills will position themselves as leaders in the industry by capturing and retaining this 
talent.
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